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PLANNED EDUCATIONAL CHANGE

IN SEARCH OF

A RESEARCH TRADITION

glen heathers.

a

----THERE-US-a-productITentbred-bYleffetion-fh th liaerif

title of'Diffuplion and /.doption'of Educational Innovation
A

wibich%implies that .improvements in the schools are to be

seen Ts the result of adopting innovations. I prefer a

consumer-centered approach to the process of improving

schools. For this reason, I use the term "planned educa-

tional change" rather than "theliffusion and adoption of

innovation," Such planned change may or may not involve

the adoption of innovations. In either case, it starts

with the identificatilm of needs for improvement in the

local educationai,agency, then seeks a solution that

meets those needs.

I assume that our primary concern is with,cbangem

that impact directly on:what and ho4 children are taught,

and thus what they learn. Changes in.curlicula, in erten,

ization or instruction, and in inserviceteacher educe-
..

tion or supervision, illustrate types of change programs

that influence instruction directly, .,Other change pro-

grams can.imprbve the "support sistems" of the instruc-

tional program. Such programs can be illustrated by a

new administrative structure for the school system, or a

new method of budgeting school operations. This sort of

change program will be of secondary concern in this paper.

I
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-. What does it mean to be "in .search of a research

tradition?" 1 take it to mean efforts to develop a body

of established cause effect principles giving teases for

engineering solutions to .problems concerned with design-
.

ing and conducting educational change programs.

It is the chief function of research to test theory.

Theory is made up of statements about the relationships

between or among variables, that is, aspects of a situa-

tion that can vary 4n terms of presenceabsence or degree.

The researcher distinguishes independent and dependent

variables. Jts,former ty.pe-of variable-can be- manipulated.

to determine the effects Of its variation on the latter,.

which is assumed to depend on or lie influencea. by it; Ire

common language, independent variAles'are causal vari-

ables while dependent variables refer toceffects or out-

comes.

Tested 1.heory gives dependable cause - effect knowAdge

enabling one to explain or 'predict plienomena. Technolo-

gies (including education) use knowledge of cause-effect

relationships to create desired outcomes. They achieve

such outcomes by maniptilating causal variables to achieve

the effects Wing sought. Thus learning theory is

ariplied in education by man nulating such variables as

practice or reward to influence the'student's .learning.

$

Pure research (that is, research conducted with no

concern for application) is what interests many researchers:

But educational research. by definition. is concerned

with providing bases for improving eduiation and so needs

to be concerned with thsludyof cause effect relations

in the educational process.

Ennis recently 'gated this point in, relation to the

support of oducational
.

research. He wrote.
0

Causal generalizations play a crecial role in cdtr-
cational decision making. The prospect of discover-
int the relevant ones. I believe, motivates much

.4
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letter Schools (OS) in Philadelphia, whore he
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the anlysis of innovations in'eddeStion. He
holds two degrees from the University of .Washrtig:-
ton,in Seattle, and the Ph.D. degree irepsychol-
ogy-rrom Yale University.

of theupfoit that educational researchersreceive,
and. our failure to produce correct and

' relevant ones motivates much of the Criticism
currently leveled at educational research. (3:5)

!f /

Hilgard clarified the relationship between pure and

applied research by-listing six steps on the route from

.pure-science research to,established educational prac-

tices., Under pure research he listed these three steps:

1. research on learning with no regard to its educa-

tional relevance (e.g., research using rats as

subjects);

4

2. the same, but with human subjects and ulth con-

tent nearer to school learning; and

3. Abe same, but the subjects are school-age children

and the materials are school-related.
* .

Under technological research and development, Hilgaid

lists these three steps:

4. research in special laboratory classrooms;

S. tryouts in a normal classrodm with typical

teachers; and
trz

0
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b, employing developmental steps related to the ad-

vocacy and adoption of instructional/materials or
0

procedures. (10)

llirectiQns of Educational Change,

Since the fifties, educational refori has been Very

much in the air, though not always on the ground. Sputnik

.nvc impetus to curriculum reform. The civil rights re-

volution has challenged traditional wag's of educating

ethnic and cultural minorities. Developments in A:whine

techiuslogies have been changing at least the hard:core of

education. There has been developing a new humanism that

has created both new demands and new forces forchange.

Signaling this humanism has been a'climate of revolt in

which students, parents, and teachers have joined.

-- Elam, in 1970, listed.fiefa major events in education

during the decade of the 1060's. Here is,his list:*

I. Teacher militancy and the collective nego-
tiations movement

AP
2. The emergence pf the Federal GoVgi7ent as

a full partner in public education

3. Student revolts (60% of high schools had'
sit -ins, boycotts: etc. in 1968-69)

4. A wall separating the government from
church schools

Se Tecnnology promfsing.to provide important
educational media'

6. The Commission of the States .and National
Assessment of education

7. Tho stretching out of formal education into
prc.school, junior college, and the 12.month
yeas. 0,

c.

S. The slowing of desegregation; urban educa-
tion and decentralization became issues

9. Sweeping curriculum reform

10. The humanistic criticism of education -
Goodman, Friedenberg, Kozel, etc. (2:291 -298)

"Reprints() with permission from "Major Educational
Events of the Year and Decade" by Stanley J. Elam in Phi

N4r7an. February, 1970.

16.Irml .111101Iilmiml.**..
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Expressingaralleling the forces for change that

Elgaillits"Merp. the development and tryout during the

late .fIfil;s*andtge sixties of a great array of educa-

tional innovations./ The following list of eight types

of innovations characterizes, but fails to cover, the

entire.range of innovations brought forward during the

past two decades.

1. New curricula developed with leadership from

scientist., and scholars

1. New plans for organizing schools nongrading,

team teaching, IndiVidually Prescribed Instruction,

and open classroom, etc.

3. Uses of technological devices - audiotapes, video-

tapes, computers, eta.

4.. Instructional programs for special groups - Head'

Start, follow Through, etc.
'a. .

New teacher education approaches - microtemchidg,

interaction analysis, inner-city teacher education,

etc. %

6. "Affective education" designed to teach positive

.self-congepts, interpersonal skills, etc. .

7. Decentralized control of big-city schools.
*-.

8. Alternative schoolsr, voucher plans, etc.
(W 'So

1.1

Shortcomings of local chile- efforts

Despite two decades of ferment and innovation in edii

Cation, the instruction offered the great majority of the

nation's, students has been affected little, if at all.
.

Many innovative programs have been superficial, mare sup-

plements to the basic progiam which remainsapssegtially

unchanged. Many programs introduce eertaiirchanges'at

one level of schooling'thit are abandoned at higher '1.1

levels, permitting whatever effects *,are achieved to flash

out. Malty change programs obey a gloomy law of local

educational reform that, reads: Locust change programs

in education tend to be those prop me tkat make the moat
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cparent change with the leastactuat change. The reasons

for this seem clear. To "sell" a program to local per.

;onnel, its sponsors need it to appear to introduce impor-

:ant changes in instruction. However, if the program is

'o be Implemented readily, it must not require major

changes in. instructional practices since they would re-

prise lengthy and costly staff retraining.

Many, if not most, innovations have been introduced 'in

ichtiol systems on a limited pilot basis,e.nd very often

Aith outside funding from the goveremenit or private foon.. .

Jatioils. Usually the changes fail_to sprad beyond the

pilot program and a high percentage of pilot programs are

abandoned when external funding stops.

One important reason that school districts abandon, or

fail to if,spread,innovative programs is that few such-pr.--

grams hive producadmajor improvementsWiearning out.

comes despite lavorable-attliUdes toward them by students,

teachers,and "Oirents.

Why these shoitcomings in local change progarms? A

common fault has been a poor choice of change program.

The analysis of hlgh-priority local needs has been inade-4,

oat°, or an ineffective way of meeting important needs

has been chosen. Another cause for ineffective programs

is a lack of a sound plan for implementing the changes.

Most ins.avative programs require changes in numerous

components of instruction. For example, introducing a

new,curiictilum requires changes in teacher education and

supervision:, and may requlri also changes in staff assign-_
ments, in scheduling, or in the articulation of instruc-

tion at different levels., An especially common failing

in instructional change programs is inadequate traiiing,

to teach inithe new ways required.

A critical fault'in many change programs has been a

failure to Oivolve key participants in choosing and plan.

0,o!Ir31. FOr eximpl.c If teachers are not
1
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represented on the policy and planning group for,the

change pt4gram, valuable. teacher contributions to the

program design .ire left out and teachers' motivation to

male thelproiramsuectied is apt to suffer.

tAr

1S

These shortcomings in change programs challenge re-

searchers to contribute an understanding of change pro-

CeS1V in order to improve the choice, design, and imple-

pwlitation of 'local innovative programs, .4 .

.

Needs for research on the aims of education

Planned ecicational changeshOuld begin with decisions

about the aims teat education shOuld serve. This is in

the domain of educational 'philosophy inasmuch as it con-

cerns the values (or thq individual and stocief51FtTPoses)

that education should serve. Equally it is in the domain

of educational research, where the questions tobe

answered 'involve determining the deniands thit will be

placdkon'individuals in the decades/ Amid and de.termining

the learning goals that will foster capabilities for meet-

Ang those demands. Table 1, Topte.s for the enolveie of

Moon44nds Relation in Scluaation, is a listing of four

categories of factors that need to be taken into account

in eduoationaioplar4ng. The Ultimate ends that education

should serve offer the bases for deciding what the goais

of education should be." Once the goals have been set,

'planning instruction is a matter of employing instruc-

tional resources to enable individual students (the

clients in education} to achieve the goals selected as

appropriate.

Much thought is going into the task of predicting the

future and determining what sort of education will be

appropriate for living in the world of 2000 A.0, A.

memorandum from the Educational policy Research Center of

the Stanford Reiearch Institute proposes that a basic re-

search task is one of "d0004ing what might be termed a

new 'moral science.' supplementing the physical, biological,

14J :`eclat 4clenze*,1' The semornJum reclmmends that, to
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"establish a sew of national pur three concepts

will help education ma best 'contribution: education

for .:opi a troubled and Onceitain future: 'educe-

meet the educationpl demands of various groups;

and education toward a new national image, suggesting a

new relationship between education and law enforcement.

4

Willis Harmon, director of Stanford's Edutional

Policy Research Center, in a paper titled "Context for

Education in the Seventies," referred to.three forces

rushing toward a drastic shiii in cultural, valUes:...the

existence of a "world maeroproblem" involving overpopuIa

tion, unemployment of the unskilled,-Araffic congestion.

and nuclear threat: the great refusal of youth to go

along with the values of the past; 'and the quekioning of

science as to whether its value-free stance can be main-

taineU. (6) .

The societal demands on education differ,otof course,

depending upon tho categories of people, making thole

demands. This is suggested in Table 2 on Societal Vetoes
. w

and edueati e.onal-Goal The fable is not based on re-
ft

st.a.Tch but on spemlation. However, it offers a starting-

point for study of the diffedVexpectationl of oduCa-'

tion byd*fferent population sub-groups. .*

ApplyLq findings of ,tesearch in.other areas to education
Et

iduaaters_xlx4 an interest in understanding,educg-

tional changihavnturneeto the research literature on

g
/
tinge in other areas with the. hope of finding principles

or models of change that could be applied to education.

Thiee lines of research in particular haye been turned to

with this purpose in Mind. One isrural sociology, par-

ticularly studies of agricultural extension agents' work

in promoting the:use of innovations In agriculture. Cuba-

and others have pouted out thdt the research findings- "
about the diffusion of agricultural preoducts or procedural

have a very limited applicability to education. In

lirTnI7Jr. flub' not..4 that in 4privilt:re'inni)tationv

.
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General societal expecta-
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Level of achooling Type 6( learning goal
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.t

S

Affecttve
tions of education Personal Social

1. Ilsoic literacy

ir

2. Minimal uses of numbers

3. Physical health

4.. Citizenship education

. r
"S. Vocational education

S. Spacial education for,
retarded handicapped

1. Professional education
(for select few)

Reeding, Language\
Arts

Arithmetic (four
operations)

P.E,, Health

Social Studio'

Commercial or
Technical programs

Reading, Language
Arta, Arithmetic!

Miklos plus praCti-
cuma, internships

r-
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ore accepted or rejected by an individual entrepreneur;

where4,is in education decisions involve many persons. In

agriculture the incentive for adopting an innovation is

economic, .whereas in education it is apt. to be social.

(5f120-121)

Two other lines of researchthave more evident appli-

cabilityto the study of chanie in education. One is the

'Nociology of orgartizations, notably bureaucratic systems.

Studies of stability aid change in organizations, of

formal and informal.chanpels of communication, etc. have

been especially influential in the examination of change

an education.' For example, see Robert G. Owens, Orvini-

Nvional Behavior iii School... (13)

Social psychology, with its work on group process or

group dynamics, also has had major influenCe;on studies

of change in education. In particular, this line of re-

search has been applied to.the training of personnel for

le..Jership in change. See, for example, Bennis, Benne

and Chin. (1) .

The current status, of research on change in education

While a considerable amount of research has been con-

ducted on educational change, most of it is of poor

,quality. A fundamental weakness of many studies has been

.a product-centered bias. Mort's famous studies of the

adoption of innovations rest on the tacit assumption that

every school system should adopt the innovation in ques-

tion. The absurdity of this 'assumption is sidt evident

when one considers the fact that there is a multiplicity

of innovations etch year.involvint almost any aspect of

a school .systeM or its program.
4

The product-centered bias is illustpted also in a

study by Orlosky and Smith onieducatlonal change in the

United States during the,past-TA years. These authors

list 63 Categories of chinge and examine them in terms

1Y id-n'ton 3nA

/
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. adoption is a poor criterion of the suitalysIttg,drsucceas'

of a change program. What is lacking is aitidfnce.that the
-

'

ch.inge grwams studied were based on identified local

needs, that the changes in %roduced were suitable for

meeting the needs addressed, that the changes were suc-

cessfully implemented, and that favorable results were

obtained. (12)' a
4

Very little research attention has seen paid to the

implementation of change programs. it is clear that, un-

less a change program is fully implemented, its potential

benefits cannot be determined. Two studiesccan be cited

to indicate the importance of research on change-ptogreg

. implementation. The present author found that a semi-

dOpartmentalized elementary program when field tested was

implemented only in its structural aspects, not in the

conduct of instruction within the program. (9)

In a study of an innovative program in an inner -city

elemenpry school, Gross and his colleagues (4) found

q
that the initial enthusiasm of teachers in the program 4

A dissipated when faulty leadership failed to offer' criti-

cal assistance in implementing the program.

Probably the most vigorous and promising area of tie-

search on educational change concerns the training of0

4.*

educational "change agents." Ronald Havelock of the

Center for Research on
Ot,

Utilization-of Scientific Know-
.. I

ledge at the University of Michigan is a leader in this

0 area. He and Mary Havelock within the past year com-

pleted a survey on fOucational Innovation in the United
. 9 States. He has written a volume entitled The Change

o agent's Guide to Innovation in education. (7) Together

they.have published another book, Training for change

Agents. (8) Each of these works includes bibliographical

references on research in-edirca-rturnrr-chatip-,--ifridtlfit---

major survey on training for leadershipin educational4r
chaAge hasbeen reported by Colin Mick and oth4ts, (11)

15
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tnce WilliuM Paisley of Stantord was the chief contri-

:tutor to,the report, it is widely known as the Paisley

Report.

A nambr of other major research - de'velopment pro-

grams on training for leadership in educational change

are under ways Particularly important contribtktions to

both research and practice in the training field are

citing from the following organizations, to name just a

flksuch centers: The Nurthwest Regional Educational

Laboratory in Portland, Oregon; The Center for the

Wvanced Study of Educational Administration at the Uni-

iersity of Oregon; The Far West Laboratory for Educational

Research and Development in Berkeley, California; and the

administering for Change Program at Relearch for Better

in Philadelphia.

Recommendations for research on planned educational change

A number of general recommendations, based largely un

the preceding discussion, can be made to guide future

research on educat ,nal change.

4 -
1, Focus research dealing with locil educational.

reform on changes that are c^lsumer-referenced rather

than product-referenced. This means basing the study of

lOcil change on local needs analysis and the planning

and conduct gAithange programs intended to meet those

weds.

2. Place emphasis on research that will show how

local educational agencies can develop staff competencies

and organizational capabilities for planning and conduct-

ing significant change programs.
.,

3. Base change research on probfems that involve

qfgent needs of local educational agencies. InCludfner-

Aearch on the aims of r cation.
.

4d1

- 44

4, In studies of 1 cal change programs, place em-

_phaais on the process of implementing the programs.

S. Build theories of educational change! involving

.1 6

4
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'cause-etfect variableein education, drawing upon vari-

ables *mil principles from outside education only whet

they are clearly applicable. k-,

b. In measuripg outcomes of educational change pro-

grams, stress outcomes, that are fundamental to the edu-

cational process (such as student learning in the cognr-

title and affective areas) rather than merely the adoption

of innovations.
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